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Abstract. Power exhaust is a critical challenge for spherical tokamak reactors,
making the design, optimisation and control of advanced divertor configurations
crucial. These tasks are greatly simplified if the poloidal magnetic fields in the
core and divertor regions can be varied independently. We present a novel method
which fixes the core plasma equilibrium whilst altering the divertor geometry,
using vacuum spherical harmonic constraints. This has the advantage that
it avoids iterative solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation, making it easy to
use, rapid and reliable. By comparing a large number of MAST-U equilibrium
reconstructions against their approximations using spherical harmonics, we show
that a small number (∼ 4) of harmonics is sufficient to closely reproduce the
plasma boundary shape. When augmented with divertor geometry constraints,
this method gives great flexibility in the creation of new exhaust configurations.
We discuss how this approach would benefit applications in feed-forward scenario
design, coilset optimisation, and real-time feedback control.
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1. Introduction

The spherical tokamak (ST) is attracting significant
attention as a source of fusion energy [1–6] due to
its potential for high plasma energy density and
therefore reduced size and cost [7], made possible by
recent advances in magnet technology [8]. However,
the compactness of STs exacerbates the challenge
of exhaust power handling, necessitating advanced
divertor magnetic configurations to keep plasma facing
components within material limits [2, 9]. This
necessitates

• Testing candidate divertor magnetic geometries in
present-day experimental devices (e.g. MAST-U);

• Designing poloidal field (PF) coil positions and
currents capable of producing the scenarios
required for a future power plant;

• Devising robust real-time control algorithms for
divertor magnetic control in present and future
devices.

A commonality here is the desire to keep a fixed
core plasma shape (to ensure fair comparison, to
match a given fixed-boundary solution, or to decouple
shape and divertor controllers, respectively), whilst
the divertor geometry is independently specified or
controlled – a concept we henceforth refer to as just
‘decoupling’. Because each PF coil affects both the core
plasma and divertor magnetic geometries, controlling
just the latter requires simultaneous adjustment of all
the PF coil currents.

Existing inverse free-boundary equilibrium codes
[10–15] generally solve this problem by minimising
the distance of the plasma boundary from a set of
control points, which may extend into the divertor
region. The second-order non-linear Grad-Shafranov
equation (GSE), which determines the plasma shape,
is iteratively solved concurrently with the optimisation.
This approach – which is compulsory for creating the
core plasma shape – is well-understood, but when
combining with divertor geometry optimisation it can
be inflexible, challenging to formulate and slow to
converge, particularly so when allowing coil positions
to vary.

Here we demonstrate a novel decoupling approach
which does not require iteration of the GSE. We
make use of the fact that the core plasma shape is
maintained as long as the vacuum magnetic field (i.e.
that due to the PF coils) over the region of space
it occupies remains unchanged, for a given internal
current profile. Furthermore, for a ST the vacuum
field is well-approximated by a spherical harmonic (SH)
expansion truncated at just a few terms. Constraining
these terms whilst the PF currents are varied provides
a simple way to achieve decoupling without appeal to
the GSE.

As complete, orthogonal solutions to the Laplace
equation, SHs are widely employed in physics applica-
tions. For example, to model the effect of ferromag-
netic walls on tokamak stability [16], in inertial con-
finement fusion for three-dimensional reconstructions
[17] and compression models of radiation [18], for mag-
netic resonance imaging [19], and representing Earth’s
magnetic field [20, 21].

The objective of this paper is to describe and
validate the method, and to this end we focus on
the design and optimisation of divertor geometries
for MAST-U, though it has potential for much wider
applications in ST design and control. In section 2,
we outline how SHs may be used to formulate simple
constraints which replace the GSE in the context of a
PF current optimisation problem. Our results (section
3) consist of validation and examples of divertor
geometry generation on MAST-U. In section 4 we
discuss how this approach may be exploited to meet
the control needs of present and future STs.

2. Methods

We begin by recalling key aspects of tokamak
equilibrium, then outline how vacuum SH constraints
can be used to replace iteration of the GSE when
modifying the divertor geometry for a particular core
plasma.

In cylindrical polar co-ordinates [R,ϕ, Z], the
poloidal magnetic flux density Bp(R,Z) for an ax-
isymmetric tokamak equilibrium is found by integrat-
ing Ampère’s law (i.e. the GSE),

eϕ · ∇2 (Aeϕ) = −µ0j, (1)

where A(R,Z)eϕ, the vector potential for Bp, is
related to the poloidal flux ψ = AR, eϕ is the toroidal
unit vector, j(R,Z) is the toroidal current density, and
µ0 is the vacuum permeability.

The current density, and therefore A, has
contributions due the plasma and PF coils, j = jpla +
jPF. (For clarity we neglect passive structure currents
here, but their contribution is similar to the PF coils.)
jpla is non-zero only in the region of space within the
core plasma boundary Ωpla, taking the form

jpla = Rp′ +
ff ′

µ0R
, (2)

p(ψ) being the plasma pressure and f(ψ) the toroidal
field function. jPF can be represented by a set of δ-
functions representing PF coil filaments.

If p′ and ff ′ are known, the free-boundary
equilibrium problem is to solve this system with the
PF coil currents as inputs and the plasma boundary as
an output, or vice versa, or some hybrid of the two. It is
non-linear not only because (2) depends on ψ, but also
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because Ωpla is unknown; this difficulty means solving
the GSE necessitates an iterative method which is often
time-consuming and numerically unstable.

Now suppose that this iteration has already been
completed once, meaning Ωpla and the PF currents
have been determined for some base case; this could
be an experimental equilibrium reconstruction, or an
inverse problem for the PF currents to give a desired
core plasma shape. (Note this solution does not have
to obey the constraints of – or even use the same coilset
as – the following calculation.) We wish to alter the PF
currents in some way that preserves this core plasma
shape Ωpla and current distribution jpla, but gives us
freedom to change the divertor magnetic geometry. It
is key to realise that this wish will be satisfied if the
field due to the PF coils (i.e. APF) within the domain
Ωpla does not change. The only way to keep APF|Ωpla

strictly constant is to use exactly the same PF currents.
However, the geometry of an ST lends itself naturally
to representing APF|Ωpla

as a series of SHs about the
origin, and we assert that keeping just the first few
terms of this series constant will in practice prove
sufficient. So long as these coefficients are unchanged
when choosing new PF currents, the core plasma shape
will not change appreciably.

SH coefficients are easily related to the coilset
geometry and PF currents. Introducing spherical polar
co-ordinates [r, θ, ϕ] so R = r sin θ and Z = r cos θ, we
have [22]

APF =

∞∑
ℓ=1

Aℓ
PF

(
r

r0

)ℓ
P 1
ℓ (cos θ)√
ℓ (ℓ+ 1)

, (3)

where P 1
ℓ (·) is the associated Legendre polynomial of

degree ℓ and order 1, and r0 is a scaling length. For a
set of toroidal filaments ‘f ’ (making up a coil or whole
coilset, say), the SH coefficients are given by

Aℓ
PF =

∑
f

µ0

2
If sin θf

(
r0
rf

)ℓ
P 1
ℓ (cos θf )√
ℓ (ℓ+ 1)

, (4)

with If being the current in each filament. We
calculate the Aℓ

PF coefficients for the base case using
(4), then require that the first ℓmax of them are fixed
as the PF coil currents (and possibly positions) vary,
again using (4). This gives ℓmax equality constraints
(hereafter ‘SH constraints’) on the problem which
entirely replace the GSE, and are linear in the free
variables (If ) for fixed coil positions.

It is important to note that (3) and (4) are only
valid for locations within an imaginary sphere about
the origin which does not contain any filaments, i.e.
r < min (rf ). To use the method in its primitive
form, this sphere must therefore contain the whole
plasma volume, and hence only PF circuits with all
rf > max

(
r∂Ωpla

)
may be free. This geometrical

consideration limits the practicality to STs, and
furthermore means that centre column PF currents
must be held fixed, or otherwise compensated for in
the optimisation (see section 3.3).

SH constraints can be fully exploited by combining
with divertor geometry constraints. We limit
discussion here to linear constraints, such as those on
poloidal flux and field; for example, suppose we wish a
point P to lie on the separatrix (‘sep’), a desire we can
write as

ψ|P = ψPF|P + ψpla|P = ψsep. (5)

This gives a simple constraint on ψPF|P which is
merely a weighted sum of PF currents. This is only
possible because the SH constraints ensure a fixed
core plasma, meaning ψpla|P and ψsep do not change.
Although divertor geometry is usually formulated
as a contribution to the objective function in such
problems, there is now a natural distinction between
hard plasma shape constraints (core and divertor) and
the optimisation target.

Suppose this objective is quadratic, which encom-
passes a wide range of meaningful choices (see section
4.1). The least-squares problem for the free PF cur-
rents x is then

min
x ||Ax− b||22

subject to Gx = c and xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax, (6)

where we introduce A and b to encode the objective
function, G and c to encode the linear SH and divertor
constraints, and the current limits xmin|max. The
solution of this problem, ignoring bounds, amounts
simply to the matrix multiplication

x = N(AN)+b+ (I− N(AN)+A)G+c (7)

where the columns of N span the nullspace of G, I is the
identity matrix, and ‘+’ denotes the pseudoinverse. To
solve with bounds, we find values of x which are beyond
limits, replace them with constraints at the limit, then
solve (7) again.

3. Results

3.1. Verification of SH constraints

Our first task is to verify numerically that constraining
a small number of vacuum SHs successfully preserves
the core plasma shape. We take the EFIT++
reconstruction [23–25] of a MAST-U plasma and PF
currents, recalculate the equilibrium using the free-
boundary code Fiesta [26], then use (4) to calculate
the SH coefficients due to the (non-centre-column) PF
circuits. Keeping centre-column currents fixed, we
replace the field due to the other PF circuits with the
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Figure 1. (a) Percentiles of the distribution of the fit metric η across 640 MAST-U equilibria as a function of the number of SHs
used to approximate the vacuum field; (b) example boundary shapes and corresponding fit metrics for a single case (shot 44626 at
390ms), corresponding to markers in (a). Data citation: removed for double-anonymous peer review

series (3) truncated at degree ℓmax, then recalculate
the equilibrium once again. We assess the similarity
between the two equilibria by evaluating a fit metric

η
(
Ω1

pla,Ω
2
pla

)
:=

XOR
(
Ω1

pla,Ω
2
pla

)
Ω1

pla +Ω2
pla

, (8)

i.e. the area of the poloidal plane contained by only one
plasma cross-section, divided by the sum of the areas
— so a smaller η implies a better fit. This processes is
repeated for 640 different plasmas (picked at random
from MAST-U shots 43761-46799, times 0.1-1s, and
with plasma current over 100kA) using ℓmax ∈ [1, 12],
to give a statistical distribution for η as a function of
ℓmax.

Figure 1(a) shows how disparity between the base
equilibrium and its approximation using SHs robustly
decreases as ℓmax increases; an example case, which
lies close to the median, is shown in Figure 1(b) to
give intuition for interpretation of η. We see that
a visual match to the plasma shape is obtained for
η ≲ 10−2, and this is satisfied by the majority of cases
when using 5 odd SHs (ℓmax = 9). (Even SHs have
up-down antisymmetric ψ, so are practically zero for
the symmetric double-null plasmas of MAST-U.)

3.2. Combination with divertor constraints

Having verified robust efficacy of the method, we
now exploit SH constraints to design ST divertor
geometries and optimise the PF currents to produce
them, taking MAST-U shot 45272 – a 750kA ELMy
H-mode with conventional divertor leg – at 750ms as
our base case. We solve the optimisation problem (6),
minimising Ohmic dissipation in the PF coils, obeying
relevant current limits, and constraining the first 4

odd SHs. In practice this proved sufficient to ensure
η ≲ 10−2 whilst granting sufficient degrees of freedom.
Additionally, a variety of divertor constraints related to
magnetic flux and field are employed (as described in
the caption of figure 2). The free-boundary equilibrium
is recomputed after the optimisation of the PF currents
to validate that η stays below our heuristic bound of
10−2, and that divertor constraints are obeyed. This
shows that wide range of divertor topologies can be
generated in a way which is

• Intuitive: using a palette of divertor constraints to
create exactly the desired geometry, and a single
number ℓmax to determine the quality of core fit;

• Rapid: the problem (6) is a simple constrained
least squares optimisation and its solution (7) is
multiplication by a matrix with fewer elements
than the number of PF coils squared;

• Robust: as shown in Figure 1 a good core fit is
practically guaranteed for moderate ℓmax, without
requiring the expertise to design boundary control
points.

3.3. Centre column circuit compensation

As mentioned in section 2, the expression (4) cannot
be applied directly to PF coils within the imaginary
sphere which just encloses the plasma. However, this
is resolved by determining a weighted sum of SHs which
cancel out the field (though not flux) due to these
circuits over Ωpla, and using (minus) these weights in
place of (4). Figure 3 shows this approach applied to
the MAST-U central solenoid, showing that SHs are a
natural, coilset-independent way to compensate for its
stray field.
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Figure 2. Examples of divertor geometry design and
optimisation. Dashed turquoise lines are the base case and
solid purple lines the optimised equilibria; thick lines are the
plasma separatrix and thin lines at normalised flux of 1.05
and 1.1. Red symbols denote divertor constraints: crosses (+)
are separatrix constraints, the arrow in (c) is a poloidal field
direction constraint, dots are normalised flux constraints (1.1 in
(d), 1.05 in (e)), the × in (e) is an X-point constraint, and the
circle in (f) is a poloidal field constraint to 75% of the base case
value. The Ohmic dissipation D (which is 6.39MW in the base
case) and core plasma fit metric η are shown.

Figure 3. Contours of flux (blue/red) due to central solenoid
(yellow), plus the four odd SHs which give Bp = ∇Bp = 0 at
the red circle. The boundary of shot 45272 at 750ms is in black.

4. Discussion and further work

We have demonstrated intuitive, optimal core-divertor
decoupling is possible using SH constraints, making
them a powerful tool to address a variety of control
challenges for present and future STs. We refer back

to the control needs identified in our introduction.

4.1. Testing novel divertor geometries

We have shown (Figure 2) that calculation of feed-
forward PF currents for a desired exhaust solution is
straightforward using SH constraints. This robust tool
requires minimal expertise in free-boundary equilibria,
yet is fast and flexible. The optimisation formulation
means it can reveal when the imposed constraints
are impossible to realise, and reduces chances of
losing shots to coil current limit violations. As
the divertor geometry is constrained (rather than
optimised towards), it can be specified precisely,
e.g. for systematic parameter scans. Note the
minimisation objective is quite generic; we have chosen
Ohmic dissipation, but one could also consider stored
magnetic energy, change in currents from the base
case, closeness to some desired divertor parameter, or
inter-coil forces, to give some further examples. (Note
generalised objective functions and non-linear extra
constraints are also feasible.) Finally we remark that
SH are a natural way to transplant scenarios between
devices, since they represent the core chamber vacuum
field without reference to the coilset.

4.2. Reactor coilset and scenario design

For feed-forward generation of flat-top scenarios, SHs
offer much the same advantages as for present-day
devices. Furthermore, they can aid the design of
transient control scenarios (e.g. inductive ramp and
LH transitions) by including the passive structure
contribution to the SHs and solving an inverse problem
similar to [27] with desired waveforms for the SHs.

Additionally, optimisation of PF coil positions
and currents simultaneously could be accelerated and
stabilised by replacing the GSE iteration with SH
constraints. The problem is still non-linear, through
the dependence of (4) on rf and θf , but the constraints
are differentiable in these variables, making for a
relatively straightforward problem. Work is ongoing
to implement this approach in BLUEMIRA [10, 28].

Furthermore, we note that the basic principle
could also apply to conventional aspect ratio devices,
by expanding the vacuum field using toroidal harmon-
ics [29] rather than SHs.

4.3. Feedback control

Although we have not explored this in detail here, the
speed and robustness of this method lends itself to real-
time control applications. For example, it is trivial to
design plasma-independent control vectors (i.e. sets of
PF current weights, or “virtual circuits (VCs)”) which
make no change to the first ℓmax SHs – and therefore
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negligibly change the core plasma shape – but do make
a maximal change to some divertor property. This
could be applied to feedback control on the strike point
location, including sweeping, or for detachment control
using flux expansion [30], for example. Similar “null
VCs” could also be used to steer away from current
limits without compromising the core plasma shape.

Going a step further, plasma shape and current
control could also be managed through SHs; rather
than allocating specific circuits, or even VCs [31], to
control shape parameters, one could allocate a set of
SHs. Adding these to any feed-forward SHs, plus the
necessary SHs to cancel out the solenoid field (see
Section 3.3), gives a real-time request for c which is
converted into an optimised set of currents x by the
matrix multiplication (7). In this way, feedback control
of the plasma shape is regularised by actuating only
with the low-ℓ SHs – we have shown high-ℓ terms
have little influence – and following this, the best PF
currents to produce these SHs are determined.

Full exploitation of SHs for ST magnetic control
will be reported in future work.
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